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It is also true that as many as 15 to 20 percent of adult Negroes could read in
the post-Revolutionary period of the 1780s and 1790s.24 In the South this was
achieved largely as a result of humanitarian efforts to help the oppressed and of
missionary efforts to teach English so that the Negroes could read the Bible. In the
North the democratic revolutionary spirit led to the opening of some schools for
blacks and by blacks themselves. If the motivations of the civilizing mission directed at
the education of Negro slaves had been allowed to take on the full-scale power which
was soon to be applied to popular education for whites, a widespread education for
blacks might have resulted, and possibly the course of history changed.
But with the onset of the second quarter of the nineteenth century a reaction
began to set in. Bloody insurrections in Haiti, an influx of free Negroes from the West
Indies, and the growing demand for cotton which increased the demand for slaves all
led to repressive measures designed to prevent uprisings among the slaves. In the
South, these included the prohibiting of slave owners from teaching slaves to read and
write, even if the owners desired to do so. Even in the North measures were taken to
prevent free Negroes from teaching. As a result of the general repression, literacy
dropped to around 10 percent by I860.25
It is true, of course, that some slave owners continued to allow their slaves to be
taught, some slaves taught themselves or gained help secretly, and in the North some
schools and colleges were established for blacks, notably an academy in Washington,
D.C. by Mrs. Myrtella Miner and one by Wilberforce in Ohio. Some white colleges like
Western Reserve, Lane Seminary, and Oberlin admitted a few blacks. Bullock docu-
ments the permissiveness of indulgent or sympathetic white owners that enabled many
Negroes to obtain an education and a wide variety of technical skills and thus to
prepare themselves to exert leadership among the free Negro population. As a result of
the "Hidden Passage" that was never wholly closed, the free Negro population grew at
a more rapid rate than the slave population between 1790 and 1860.
Many of the slaves who gained an education despite the repression of the closed
system in the South escaped to the North to become literate leaders for revolt and
eventually for abolition. It was no accident that almost all the black leaders had been
able to achieve some measure of education: Denmark Vesey, David Walker, Nat
Turner, Thomas H. Jones, Lunceford Lane, Frederick Douglass, Austin SewardJ26 This
was no mean achievement to be made against the enormous odds of the brutal slave
system. The unextinguishable spirit of the blacks themselves and the surreptitious aid
of sympathetic white humanitarians made the exceptions to mass illiteracy possible.
So long as a literate leadership of 10 percent was tolerated, the blacks could produce
an effective elite.
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